2022 Fall Leadership Workshops

“FFA Family Game Night”
Note: With more schools dismissing later in the day, we have adjusted our
schedule to begin registration at 3:30 p.m. Some sections may have different
start times depending on school dismissal. Times will be adjusted at the event
based on the start time of the workshop.

3:30 p.m. Registration and Refreshments
4:00 p.m. Opening Session
Opening Ceremonies - State FFA Officers
State Officer Team Introductions
Welcome - State FFA Officers
Greetings – School Official
Welcome – Chapter FFA President
Skit - “FFA Family Game Night”
Workshop Instructions - Mrs. Cheryl Zimmerman, State FFA Executive Director
4:50 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. Round I Workshops
Presidents – “Team Captain”
Casey Denk
(Note: Presidents will stay together in same workshop room for Rounds I, II and III)
Team captains are accountable for good and bad performances. They are expected to perform to the best of their ability helping to
lead their team to victory. They are the models of excellence for their teammates and spectators. FFA Presidents, this year you are
the team captain. Your team and chapter are counting on you to lead them to victory over the course of our FFA journey.

Vice Presidents – “The Queen’s Role”

Brooke Casey

In chess each piece has its own role and abilities similar to each office position. The Queen in chess has the most roles and is the
“King '' of the board when the King is missing, similar to how the Vice President has so many different duties and also presides
over meetings in the absence of the President. In this workshop, we will discover the duties of a vice president and learn how we
can better serve our chapters.

Secretaries – “Clue into Organizing your Chapter”

Isaac Hopke

Family game night always seems like a fun and chaotic time, but organization is a key part of keeping the fun real. In games like
scattergories, organization and writing is literally part of the game, and in any manual, an agenda of rules is necessary. In this
chapter we are clued into some of the aspects of a good meeting agenda, the skills to write good meeting minutes, and where to
apply these organizational skills outside of our role as secretary.

Treasurers – “Treasure your Risk”

Cole Hicken

What makes a decision a risk? This workshop will break down the key aspects of what it means to be a detailed oriented and
effective treasurer. We will cover the topics of receipts and disbursements, define and dig deeper into what it means to
“encourage thrift among members,” and learn how our chapters can build sustainable financial standing.

Reporters – “Playing your Part”

Kendra Goplin

In some games we play during game night, we are required to take on a role, whether that’s Princess Peach in Mario Kart or the
“judge” in Apples to Apples. In this workshop we will learn our role as chapter reporters and how to play it well.

Sentinels – “ ‘Guess Who’ Is in Our Chapters”

Mary Schrieber

During Family Game Nights, everyone is different and wants to feel like a part of the family! As Sentinels, we are responsible for
seeing “that the door is open to our friends at all times and that they are welcome.” In this workshop, we will learn more about
our chapter members with the classic game “Guess Who,” and how to make them feel a part of our chapter’s Family Game Night!

Parliamentarians – “The Parli Pro’s”
Evan Mennen
(Note: This workshop is open to all parliamentarians and anyone who wants to learn more about parli pro.)
Just like every game has a set of rules that need to be followed for it to run as efficiently as possible, FFA has rules that we need
our members to understand and accept. In this workshop, we will take a dive into the proper way to conduct a business meeting
by learning the basics of parliamentary procedure.

Middle School Members - “Choosing your Game”

Jeremiah Ihm and Rhylie Gough

During family game night it is so important that you choose the best game to play as a family. In this workshop we will learn
about all of the “games” available to you as middle schoolers and help you all decide which events you would like to take a
chance on this upcoming year.

Other Officers and Members - “Be the Game Master”

Devani Hinkelmann and Heidi Strey

The Game Master is the direction-giver and controller of many popular games. What most do not take into consideration is that
the Game Master may be overlooked at some times, but is always an outstanding leader. We want our members and other officers
to remember that while they may not have a “traditional” role, they still have all the capabilities to be their own chapter’s Game
Master. In this workshop, we will focus on teaching members the importance of team dynamics and being true to who they are.

5:35 p.m. – 6:15 p.m. Round II Workshops
“Elevate Your Game Face”

Isaac Hopke
Family game night can be a serious time, and sometimes your professional game face can help seal the victory. In this workshop,
we dive into professionalism. We will discover the seven characteristics of a true professional to elevate your game face in the
professional setting.
“Calling All Game Lovers”
Heidi Strey
When it’s time for family game night, we have to “call” or communicate to everyone that it’s time to have fun! In this workshop,
we’ll learn the importance of communication, and review verbal and nonverbal skills to bring back to our chapter.
“Planning your Family Game Night”
Kendra Goplin
The best family game nights are the ones that are well planned out with every detail thought through. In this workshop members
will dive into the steps of planning a successful FFA activity this year.
“Pick your Pawn”
Jeremiah Ihm
During family game night, it is always a competition to get “your” game chip or pawn. In this workshop, we will learn about the
different pawns within FFA like leadership development events, career development events, and conferences. The students will
choose one or two events they want to participate in during the upcoming year.
“Multiplayer Mode”
Rhylie Gough
Playing games that require collaborating with other people can be frustrating if we don’t recognize the methods needed to work
together. This workshop will focus on building our teamwork strategies and applying them within our chapters to make the most
out of multiplayer mode.
“Manage your Operation”
Cole Hicken
Have you ever tried pulling pieces of debris out of the Operation man, Cavity Sam’s body? That task can be very stressful and
intimidating. This workshop will express the importance of stress management and offer key tools to help navigate the crazy busy
lives we all are in charge of.
“Being Mr. Monopoly”
Devani Hinkelmann
Mr. Monopoly has mastered one key skill: gaining property and keeping it. In a way, we are all aspiring to be Mr. Monopoly in
our own chapters. We want our chapter to gain members and retain their membership through the years. In this workshop, we will
focus on growing chapter membership and different strategies to retain it.
“Balancing Blocks”
Brooke Casey
In all of our lives we have different activities we dedicate our time to whether it be spending time with family or going to work.
With all these events how can the time we have be balanced so there is the right amount for everything? In this workshop, we will
look at ways we can be more efficient with our time and make the most of it.
“Embrace the Character”
Evan Mennen
Every game has a set of characters that makes it special and unique. Throughout this workshop, we will work together to develop
an understanding of what makes us all unique. Just like every game has their set of characters, we are the characters of the FFA,
so let’s embrace who we are.
“SAE for Life: The Game for All”
Mary Schrieber
Just like “The Game of Life,” there are so many different choices that will determine how our game is played. One of the most
difficult decisions is which career path to pick, there are just so many options! In this workshop, we’ll delve into all of the diverse
Supervised Agricultural Career opportunities and narrow down one that you can pursue right now as an FFA member in order to
become more career ready!

6:20p.m. – 7:00 p.m. Round III Workshops - Repeat of Round II Workshop
Plus….Meet your Sectional FFA State Officer (Only Offered during Third Round for Chapter Presidents)
Chapter presidents will meet with their sectional State FFA Officer to learn about activities and key topics for the coming
year. They will also discuss the National Convention Delegate issues. The state officer will be able to get to know the chapter
presidents and provide a better avenue for communicating with local chapters.

7:05 p.m. Closing Session
Greetings from FFA Alumni Council Representative
Wisconsin FFA President’s Challenge – Casey Denk, State FFA President
Closing Ceremonies

7:30 p.m. Depart for Home
(NOTE: Closing time will be adjusted based on start time.)

